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Who We Are
The Boundary is Victoria University’s very own satire paper. 
Since 2017, we have been satirizing news and events relevant to 
the University of Toronto, as well as anything in dire need of 
ridicule.

Wanna (get in) touch (with) us?
Send a raunchy love sonnet to boundarynews@gmail.com. 
Flattery will take you far.
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Boundary Bible Study
A Glimmer of Faith in a Smut-Filled Publication

ה לְבַדּֽוֹ: י לַיֽהוָֹ֖ ם בִּלְתִּ֥ ים יָחֳֽרָ֑ חַ לָאֱֽלֹהִ֖ יטזבֵֹ֥
Whosoever lieth with a beast shall surely be put to death.

Exodus 22:19 (KJV)

Commentary
Prohibiting the faithful from sharing a bed with an animal, this 
commandment has caused nothing but headaches for those 
with roommates of a different genus. On the other hand, those 
with a penchant for inter-species intercourse should take 
comfort in the fact that such activities are not prohibited so 
long as the activity takes plays in either a seated or erect 
position.
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Sexual Diversity Prof Accidentally 
Sends Not-Porn to Class

Emilio Ortelli (Oct. 7, 202o)

Virgin Keeners Take Over Sex 
Rooms

El Chrapko (March 27, 2024)

Students are in uproar over the controversial contents of an announcement sent by Sexual Diversity 
Studies professor Lara Matthews. Though the weekly emails typically contain preparatory material 
for SDS470: Sexual Aesthetics/Representations, including smut, BDSM, and diverse forms of 
penetration, students were instead surprised with what has been called “disgusting,” “offensive,” 
and “the result of a clear lack of oversight”: season one, episode three of Tidying Up with Marie 
Kondo. 

The embedded link, “Threesome Talks Dirty,” certainly did not leave students thinking that they 
would be assaulted by the sight of a cleanly Japanese lady chastising a couple for their complete 
pigsty of a home. “We expect our professor to be professional. Her actions this week were 
inappropriate and a complete misuse of class resources. Trust me, we are working with the program 
coordinator to resolve this issue,” said fourth-year Standy Lee.

Upon investigation by the Department of Sexual Diversity Studies, it became clear that the 
instructor had simply made a technological error. Professor Matthews has responded to the 
backlash, stating in an apology email to her students: “I gravely apologize for this mix-up. The videos 
I watch in private—especially those with adult themes—should never be seen by students’ eyes. I 
am working hard to replace the link with proper “Threesome Talks Dirty” content that best reflects 
the learning outcomes of this course. Thank you for your understanding.”

While waiting for the new link, Sexual Diversity students have been instructed to do supplementary 
personal research.

It’s that time of the year again, with upcoming exams causing rising tensions in the student 
body. But much to their dismay, pent-up students flocking to the libraries to relieve their 
stresses have been horrified to witness inappropriate use of the bookable rooms.
The secret sanctuaries, once utilized only by veteran sex-havers, have been overrun by 
socially awkward academics who would rather stay up all night with a textbook. As the 
academic year approaches its climax, the beloved campus sex rooms have been besieged by 
virgin loners whose only experience with grinding is strictly scholarly. 
Lily Wilde, victim of academic blue-balling, voices her frustrations: “They’re totally out of 
line for using the rooms for that. Like, do people have no shame? This should be kept behind 
closed doors, at home!”
Loner 4.0 student Norman Johnson understands her rage. “I know it’s a little indecent. I 
would rather grind at home too,” he admits, “But its not fair that they get the use the rooms 
all the time. It's almost exam season after all, isn’t it my turn for a little fun?”
The misuse of the bookable rooms is causing growing unrest on campus, with a stand-off 
between a group of nerds and a posse of baddies at Robarts Common ending only due to the 
building’s closing. To stave off the anxiety in the student body, virgin keeners are encouraged 
to leave those rooms for people who actually need them. 

Post-Nut Clarity "Just What Student 
Needed" to Solve Midterm Problem

Clare Mooney (Oct. 21, 2022)

This midterm season, students have been busier than ever. Between studying, writing, and walking to 
exams, students have almost no time for their normal activities. One student, Nate Hennessey, 
reports that he has been unable to engage in his daily “personal time.” Hennessey found himself so 
distracted during his MAT135 midterm he was forced to take some time for himself and reported 
that he simply, “did what had to be done.” 

Once the distraction was eliminated, Hennessey became lightning focused. In a state of newfound 
clarity, he completed the problem he was struggling on with ease. Hennessey notes that he may 
make it an pre-exam ritual to “nut it up” and has recommended it to his fellow classmates as an easy 
way to hyperfocus. 

When asked if he considered the potential consequences of his actions, Hennessey stated oblivious 
to his word choice that “grades always come first”. When questioned about any possible evidence 
from the scene Hennessey declined to comment. However, according to anonymous sources, 
Hennessey did not return his scrap paper after the exam. 
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Ask Ariel
The Best Advice Column This Side of the Don Valley

Rez Info Posters Getting Too Real
Clare Mooney (Mar. 15, 2023)

Zoey DiCamillo, a student in New College residence, 
was shocked this week by a new, and very specific, 
sexual education poster on her floor's info board. She 
told The Boundary, “Well, at first I was concerned that 
this poster was personal, but then I realized this may 
be a more universal experience than I thought.” 
DiCamillio also voiced concerns regarding the 
activities of one of her sexual partners; “Do you think 
he’s seeing other people?”

While intercourse in a car is by no means rare, 
students are questioning whether or not it is 
necessary for the Office of Residence and Student 
Life to address this topic in such a public and 
tone-deaf way. Consent is important in all scenarios, 
but must these infographics be so specific and 
tactless? A less sexually active student, Theresa 
Beatty, noted that she found the poster, 
“inappropriate and futile,” and also questioned, “Who 
would even do that?”

Zoey DiCamillio, when questioned about her 
decisions, wanted the record to show: “He had a car!” 
She did, however, agree that this poster make her 
think about the importance of consent, even agreeing 
that this poster could be considered helpful. “It really 
made me think about if the 'right place and right 
time' is in a backseat beside a couple of empty 
Monster cans after my tutorial.” 

First-Time Voter 
Unsure If He Is 

Putting Ballot in Right 
Hole

Sammy Edwards (Sep. 20, 2021)
First-year Ronald Brunson called voting "the 
greatest half-minute experience of his life.”

  “How do lesbians have sex?”
- Emily P.
Lesbianism is complicated. It’s the perfect combination of obsession with 
women and hatred of the self (also a woman), which can breed some problems 
in a relationship.
As for the sex, it is also complicated. I would know from experience, as I did 
some experimentation in university. If you’re wondering how lesbians have 
sex, the answer is simply: not casually. There is no sneaky link. 
You think you’re just serving up a nice meal to your sexual partner (getting 
eaten out) but when you make eye contact you’re being asked if you want to 
move in together. What a confusing experience.
It’s just one of those things you virgins are going to have to try for 
yourselves.

“How do I surprise my partner?”
- Jack B.
Tell them to pack a bag and take a few days off work. What they’re going to 
need: swimsuit, toothbrush, daytime outfits, nighttime outfits, crowbar, flask. 
You must NOT give any clues on the final destination. 
You rent a car, start driving toward Mississauga. They think you’re going to 
the airport. You go to the airport.
Miraculously, you’ve forgotten your passport. Make this known, then start 
driving back toward the city. Now you’ve thrown them off their rhythm. Your 
partner will  likely start a fight, but that’s all part of the plan.
You make your way to the beautiful corner of Bloor and Madison.
The surprise? An evening’s stay at the Madison Avenue Pub and Boutique Hotel.

Want more advice? DM @boundarynews and ask for Ariel. I’ll give better 
guidance than your therapist ever could.
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With midterms in full swing, UofT students are bearing down for an increased workload. Long nights are 
being spent at Robarts, plans with friends are getting cancelled rapidly, and students are binge-watching 
asynchronous lectures like it’s the best show on television. But between juggling five different courses, 
extracurricular responsibilities, and cooking food multiple times a day, students like third-year Tonya Porter 
have found themselves more ill-prepared than they’d hoped.

“I generally have good study habits, but I just didn’t have time to prepare for that oral exam,” said Porter. 
Porter disclosed that she has succeeded on oral exams in the past, but “wasn’t a big fan of the course 
material.” 

Porter’s professor clarified that, despite her recent performance, he remains hopeful regarding Porter’s 
potential––but his criticism was thorough.“It was too much teeth,” complained her professor. “Nobody’s 
passing my class with those oral skills.” 
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Friend Group Exhausts All 
Intra–Coital Combinations

Boundary Staff (Feb. 12, 2019)

Student Uses Way Too Much Teeth on 
Oral Exam

Joseph Strauss (Mar. 4, 2022)
In a move that shocked zero Victoria College students, the infamous “Bone Brigade” has officially run out 
of all possible copulating combinations. Each member of the 14 person group is riddled with both 
gonorrhoea and chlamydia, with a couple of the real champs managing to catch syphilis as well. On the 
bright side, buying antibiotics in bulk has earned the group a lifelong 5% discount at their local 
pharmacy.

No one seems to feel awkward about the constant sexual tension brewing between the friends. If 
anything, they’re more comfortable with each other than ever before. 2nd year Psychology student Lily 
Richter believes the group’s sexual encounters have brought them closer together as friends:

“To be honest, I barely used to talk to half the people in this group. But now, our communication is so 
much stronger. I can’t check my Snapchat in public anymore because of the sheer number of nudes I get 
daily.”

Not only does fucking your friends strengthen your relationships, it’s also an extremely convenient setup 
for anyone who wants to ride the train to Bone Town. Hank Brimfield, 3rd year Rotman student, 
advocates for engaging in sexual intercourse with your friends: “In this economy, it’s irresponsible to 
waste time trying to find a partner. Get laid, get paid, get that 4.0 GPA.”

Being asked about how it feels to have seen all his friends naked, 2nd year Kinesiology student Lyle Miles 
says, “it’s kind of like we’re a small nude beach colony. Except all the people at the beach are screwing. 
And the beach is a Robarts bathroom.”

Presently, the friend group is recruiting new members through Tinder. Story is developing.

Innis Student Releases 35mm 
Director's Cut Sex Tape

Daniel Golden (Dec. 14, 2023)
Cold weather is officially here, and as students enter into SAD-induced hibernation, it may seem that there’s 
a lull in campus life. But as any sailor or obnoxious over-user of idioms will tell you, there is always calm 
before the storm. This week, a magnitude 6.9 earthquake has hit Innis College in the form of a 35mm 
Director’s cut re-release of second-year Martin Deen’s sex tape.

Featuring Deen as writer, director, producer, choreographer, editor and bare-bottomed star, the film won 
global recognition following its release in 2021. Snubbed at Cannes, it won the hearts and minds of Pornhub 
users from North York to North Korea. Now it’s back on the big screen once more with a new score and 7 
additional seconds of pelvic thrusting on a Dutch angle.

“I’m just bulging with excitement” moaned Deen to our Boundary Pornography Correspondent. “This is not 
your average Vladimir House dorm room smut. No, no, no. This is what Jean-Luc Godard would call un film.” 

And Deen isn’t the only one excited by the coming attraction. Self-proclaimed film buff Leonard Ebert voiced 
his satisfaction after attending a pre-screening of the new cut last Monday. “As a film buff” ejaculates Ebert, 
“I assure you that this is not the sort of film to be watched on a cell phone while repeatedly looking at the 
door to make sure your roommate’s not back from class. It is the type of film that demands to be viewed on 
the silver screen in all its girth.”

The eagerness surrounding the imminent release is palpable, but not everyone is gushing. Mary Quayle, 
Deen’s ex-girlfriend and his co-star in the film, turned down our request for an interview, remarking only that 
with a total runtime of 2 minutes and 13 seconds the film is sure to leave viewers unsatisfied.

For those open to experimentation (and all Com Sci students), the film will be screened at 9pm every night 
this week at the Innis Town Hall. Tickets are $10 with popcorn, soda, and vaseline for sale at the door.
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